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8 8 
Conclusion n 
Advertiserss spend huge amounts of money on research in order to gain insight into 
whatt consumers know of their brands. Most of this research is commissioned to 
externall research agencies. Choosing the most appropriate agency can be difficult, 
givenn the vast amount of available methods. A multitude of research methods has 
beenn developed over the years, mainly due to research agencies' need to distin-
guishh from competitors. This multitude is fed by the fact that brand image research 
iss often based on personal opinions or creative thoughts about the way brands are 
representedd in memory, rather than on fundamental, scientific orientations. 

Thee multitude of methods and corresponding definitions on brand representation 
reflectt the lack of fundamental knowledge in the consumer behavior literature 
regardingg the way brands are represented in memory. One general critique about 
thee wide range of methods is that each one holds certain explicit or implicit assump-
tionss on how brands are stored in memory, and assumptions on what kinds of cues 
aree necessary to elicit the attributes that underlie the brand representation. How-
ever,, this assumption is not necessarily valid. A specific method may presuppose cer-
tainn attributes to be related to a particular brand, yet respondents might never have 
relatedd that particular attribute to that brand before, or maybe not to the same 
degreee as the method assumes. From the wealth of information respondents have 
storedd in memory about the brand, only a subset will become activated, depending 
onn the way questions are asked and the context in which this takes place. If this sub-
sett is taken as a final result and communicated to a client as the image of the brand, 
itt might in fact only be part of the story. A worst-case scenario would be if it told no 
partt of the story at all, if these responses had merely been extorted from respon-
dentss by the method, thereby not actually reflecting the consumer's thoughts. 

AA related issue is the way brands are compared using standardized methods. 
Applyingg standardized methods assumes that certain attributes underlie all the 
brandss under study. However, although a single brand may be well represented by 
thee method-assumed attributes, this does not automatically mean that another 
brandd from the same product category is also represented by those attributes, nor 
too the same degree. Yet all too often do research methods firstly suppose that a 
certainn attribute can be taken as a measure to compare brands against, and sec-
ondlyy that this attribute is equally relevant to all brands under study. It is again 
questionablee whether or not such assumptions are valid, yet these questions are 
hardlyy ever raised. This is because the practice of market research has a strong 
competitivee element in it and hence insights obtained by individual research agen-
ciess are hardly ever shared, let alone reviewed or validated by independent parties. 
Soo far little independent research has fundamentally addressed the issue of brand 
representationss in memory. 
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Thiss thesis firstly addresses brand representations in memory, and secondly the elic-

i ta t ionn of this representat ion. The main aim of the study is to ident i fy what com-

posess the representat ion of a brand, and how its el ici tat ion may change over 

researchh methods. An open approach is taken towards explor ing the onset and 

contentt of brand representations in memory, and towards their measurement, 

w i t hh the not ion of consumer brand equity as a start ing point. Consumer brand 

equi tyy refers to the role consumers play in establishing brand equity, by acting 

uponn a brand th rough the manifestation of certain behavior. Behavior towards a 

brandd originates in part f rom the memory representation of this brand. The collec-

t i onn and nature of the at tr ibutes that underl ie the brand representation direct the 

consumer'ss evaluat ion of the brand. In tu rn , the degree of favorabi l i ty of this eval-

uat ionn influences the manifestat ion of consumer behavior. As such, knowing how 

andd by which measures a consumer evaluates a brand provides useful in format ion 

fo rr among others brand communication and brand management. If we want to 

knoww how and by wha t the memory representation of a brand is comprised, we 

f i rstt need t o investigate the nature of memory storage and what the brand-related 

contentt of memory is. To fur ther understand how this representation can be estab-

lishedd we need to explore the way it is retrieved f rom memory. 

Thee present dissertation addresses these three questions. Firstly, an exhaustive 

inventoryy of all types of knowledge consumers can possibly have w i th a brand is 

presented.. Acknowledging all the attributes listed in the inventory as possible can-

didatess for brand representations in memory avoids focussing a priori on pre-

selectedd attr ibutes, tak ing an open-minded approach to research on brand repre-

sentations.. Secondly, in addressing the how-quest ion, this inventory is set w i th in a 

cognit ivee theoret ical perspective on memory by accepting f rame theory as the cog-

ni t ivee theoretical fundament . In essence, this means that it provides a theoretical 

basee for looking at brand representation at d i f ferent levels, being the level of 

brandd attr ibutes and the level of brand at t r ibute values. Moreover, f rame theory 

providess an explicit account fo r the f lexible nature of brand representations, in 

termss of the impact of cues and context during their act ivat ion. Thirdly, regarding 

thee establishment of brand representations, factors inf luencing its activation are 

bo thh theoretical ly and empirically explored. A l though there may be numerous 

inf luent ia ll factors, the t w o factors explored specifically in this dissertation concern 

thee number of act ivat ion cues presented to respondents, and the context in which 

respondentss are asked t o evaluate a brand. Also, differences in representational 

structuree between brands w i th in a similar product category are explored, in order 

t oo challenge standardized brand comparative studies. Finally, the evaluation of 

consumerr responses on brands is related to brand at t i tude and purchase intent ion, 

inn order to explore the re lat ion between memory content and behavior determi-

nants.. In the fo l l ow ing paragraphs, the main conclusions and implications of this 

studyy wi l l be stated and discussed. 
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8.11 Conclusions 

8.1.11 Inventory of Brand Representation Attributes 
Brandd image measurement is an area that is particularly susceptible to a kind of 'fla-
vorr of the month' phenomena. Branch-related magazines or popular literature 
reflectt whatever is fancy at the time. If advertisers and brand managers keep their 
knowledgee up to date by reading these sources, their view may unfortunately get 
restricted.. Take for example the popularity of the notion of brand personality 
nowadays.. It is easy to get carried away with the idea of a brand having a personal-
ity,, and loose sight of the actual consumers' perceptions of the brand. In research 
applicationss this enthusiasm may have an important influence by focussing on, and 
puttingg unconditional confidence in, the method applied to the consumer. Yet the 
consumerr and his/her perceptions of the brand should still be the central focus in 
brandd image studies. So whatever a certain (standardized) method suggests mea-
suring,, the question that always needs to be answered first is whether the method 
suitss the consumers' world of experience. If it does, then this method should be 
used.. If it does not, using the method might yield biased rather than reliable results. 

AA first deliverable of this thesis is the Inventory of Brand Representation Attributes 
(IBRA),, in relation to the question of what underlies brand representations in 
memory.. The IBRA covers 57 different types of attributes, distributed over ten main 
attributee groups: product-related attributes (product characteristics and product 
usage),, brand-related attributes (brand identifiers, price & quality, brand personifi-
cation,, market, organization, and advertising), and consumer-related attributes 
(attitudee & purchase behavior and personal reference). The function of the IBRA is 
twofold.. Its primary function is to make both advertisers and researchers aware of 
thee multitude of attributes consumers can have with brands, and to create an 
awarenesss of the complexity of brand representations. The IBRA shows that there 
aree far more association types than the few that get embedded in standardized 
methods.. It also shows that brand representations in memory can consist of a great 
numberr of attributes. Taking that into account, research on brand representations 
shouldd not be confined in advance to some presupposed attributes, as this might 
leadd to equally relevant attributes unfortunately not being considered, thereby 
biasingg the results. 

Secondly,, the IBRA can be used practically as a tool for coding brand evaluative 
responses.. Whenever consumers are asked to evaluate brands, the obtained 
responsess can be related to the attributes listed in the IBRA. This provides a 
detailedd insight into what kind of attributes underlie the representation of the 
brandd under study. The conducted empirical studies showed the IBRA to be a use-
full tool for exploring brand representations in memory. It covered 96.8% of all 
13188 free association responses obtained in the first study and 98.7% of the 4583 
freee association responses obtained in the second study. This result shows that the 
IBRAA covers a wide range of attributes and thereby provides a good overview of 
brandd representation attributes. As stated in chapter one, there are quite a num-
berr of authors describing the elements that underlie the representation of a brand 
inn memory, or brand image as they refer to it. Yet none of these are as exhaustive 
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ass the to ta l collection tha t resulted after combining all published insights, supple-

mentedd w i t h fur ther empirical f indings. Therefore the IBRA can be considered to 

bee the most extensive inventory of brand representation attr ibutes found in the 

l i terature. . 

8.1 .22 F r a m e t h e o r y 

Havingg answered the quest ion of what underlies brand representations in mem-

ory,, the next question to address concerned how all these attr ibutes are stored and 

organizedd in memory. Whereas the vast majority of published brand representa-

t ion/ image-relatedd research does not make any statement on its cognit ive-theoret-

icall f rame of reference, those rare publications that do explicitly refer to cognit ive 

theor iess include views that have progressed over the years.. It has become stan-

dardd in consumer behavior l iterature tha t consumer knowledge structures for a 

productt or brand simply consist of associative networks of concepts. What then 

exactlyy 'makes' a concept is not explicated in this view. Wi th in the accepted idea of 

associationss as the foundat ion of concept representation, there have been devel-

opmentss in cognit ive science over the years that have introduced specific theories 

onn knowledge structures. As this thesis is concerned w i th the structure of brand 

representationss it has t r ied to identify an up to date theory on the organizat ion of 

knowledge.. Frame theory provides a promising cognitive-psychological basis for 

researchh on brand representations in memory. 

Framee theory is one of the few theories on knowledge representation that makes 

expl ici tt statements on the nature of concepts and on their f lexibi l i ty in manifesta-

t ionss at times of act ivat ion. The theory holds at least three interesting features for 

thee conceptual izat ion of brand representations. Firstly, it assumes that knowledge 

storagee in memory is based on attr ibute-value sets. An at t r ibute is a concept-l ike, 

h igherr order category tha t is defined by a specific value. A l though a specific 

a t t r ibu tee might underl ie the memory representation of all exemplars of a concept, 

t hee at t r ibute value is unique for each specific exemplar. For example, airl ine-

brandss can be represented by attr ibutes like service-level {wi th values like high or 

low),, color of the brand logo (wi th a value 'b lue' in the representation of KLM and 

' r ed '' fo r Mart inair) , and country of origin. A second interesting feature of the the-

oryy is that, regarding the manifestat ion of a concept, the conf igurat ion of acti-

vatedd attr ibutes w i th in a f rame is context-dependent. In other words, which at t r ib-

utess specifically represent a concept and what their values are depends on the con-

tex tt in which the concept is activated. For example, when the brand Nike is evalu-

atedd dur ing an athletics tournament, it is likely tha t more product-beneficial 

re latedd attr ibutes wi l l be activated. In the context of purchasing leisure clothes, 

however,, its expressive funct ion may be of more interest to the evaluator. These 

modell features underl ie the present approach to the establishment of brand rep-

resentations. . 

Brandd representations are conceptualized to consist of product-, brand-, and/or 

consumer-relatedd attr ibutes, w i t h specific values for each specific brand. Their 

mani festat ionn depends partly on the way activation occurs (i.e. the cues tha t are 

prov ided,, referred to as the cue effect), and on the situat ion in which this happens 
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(referredd to as the context effect). In the present dissertation the first theory fea-
ture,, on attribute-value sets, has served as a theoretical starting-point for the con-
structionn and function of the IBRA. The latter two theoretical features are investi-
gatedd and supported by the empirical studies on brand representations in memory. 

8.1.33 Cue effect 
Itt has been observed that there is a large number of methods available on the 
brandd image research market. As all these methods opt to be distinct from com-
petitors'' methods, they offer a specific way of measuring the content of consumer 
memory.. Each method presents a unique set of cues to respondents, which means 
thatt the ensuing results are method dependent. This is particularly the case with 
standardizedd methods. These are offered to any customer (i.e. advertiser) and 
appliedd to brands of very different product categories and nature. The extent to 
whichh results obtained by different methods resemble each other is questionable. 
Ideallyy the different methods should converge into a similar result. However, tak-
ingg into account the range of methods, this is unlikely. The challenge then is to find 
thee method that is most suitable to a specific brand. Unfortunately, in the litera-
turee no report can be found describing direct comparisons of methods applied in 
markett research. This is not surprising, as in-house developed research methods are 
thee source of income for an agency, and sharing gathered results from these meth-
odss implies sharing income. The only reports that occasionally get published or 
thatt are available from research agencies describe one specific method and its 
application.. These reports often serve more of an advertising role than a critical 
review.. In the present dissertation different available methods have not been com-
paredd directly, but rather a more general approach has been taken. The general 
concernn is that each method presents a unique set of cues to respondents, and 
thereforee different results may be obtained. Hence, instead of directly comparing 
methods,, the conducted empirical studies identified, in a general sense, the influ-
entiall role that presenting cues has on the manifestation of a brand representa-
tion.. By showing that it is important to consider which cues are presented to 
respondents,, the present study intends to make advertisers in particular aware 
thatt the results that are presented to them are always method-dependent. 
Althoughh these results are not necessarily bad or unreliable, advertisers-as-cus-
tomerss should take in consideration the way in which these results are obtained. 

Too explore the cue effect, results gathered from two different methods were com-
pared.. The methods differed in the number of cues that were presented to respon-
dents.. The first method used free association (FA) wherein only the brand name was s 
presentedd as a cue to respondents. This method can as such be considered a mini-
mall cue method. In contrast, informed association (IA) presented respondents with 
aa large number of cues. Derived from the IBRA, a total of 35 attributes were pre-
sentedd as cue, therefore the IA method can be considered a maximal cue method. 
Bothh methods had respondents list responses, and did not assume in advance any 
specificc attribute to underlie the representation of the brand in memory. They were 
openlyy oriented methods in which respondents had the freedom to react as they 
liked.. As such it may equally be the case that both methods would yield similar 
resultss on a specific brand. However, the methods yielded different results. 
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Althoughh these differences were not equal over each of the fourteen brands 
includedd in the two studies, there appeared to be a cue effect. One of the hypothe-
sizedd and confirmed differences was that relatively more concrete attributes 
resultedd from FA, and relatively more abstract attributes resulted from IA. Hence 
thee presentation of cues altered the manifestation of the brand under study. So it 
cann be seen that, even when respondents are 'in charge' of providing responses, the 
methodd used has an influence. FA seems to restrict the activation of certain attrib-
utess and/or the listing of attributes that are hard to verbalize. As such FA mainly 
yieldss attributes that are of a relatively concrete nature and easy to verbalize. IA 
leadss respondents through a variety of attributes and hence activates a great deal 
off what is stored in memory. The manifestations that result from the IA method dif-
ferr from those obtained by FA as more abstract attributes are considered. 

Thee applied methods are each at an extreme end of the numbers of cues that can 
bee presented to respondents. The majority of available methods lies within these 
extremes.. Some focus only on a subset of all possible attributes (like product-
relatedd attributes), others only on one attribute {like brand personality or brand 
relation).. So it is easy to imagine that whenever a certain applied method restricts 
respondentss in advance in their activation process by presenting pre-selected 
attributess as cues, the manifestation of the brand representation will vary accord-
ingly.. Results that are obtained may be biased in two ways. Firstly, the resulting 
'brandd image' accurately reflects that the method-assumed attributes underlie the 
representationn of the brand in memory, yet overstates the relevance of these 
attributess for the brand's representation. Other omitted attributes might also 
underliee the brand representation, yet at the same time be of far more relevance. 
Forr example, the results of the second study showed that, although a brand like 
Vann Nelle is to some degree associated with brand personification attributes, its 
evaluationn relies largely on product usage attributes and advertising attributes. So 
althoughh results will have been obtained on brand personification-oriented meth-
ods,, the very application of such a method overstates the relevance of this type of 
attributes,, in detriment to the more relevant attributes. Secondly, a resulting 
brandd image may incorrectly reflect attributes that do not actually underlie the 
representationn of the brand, since by presenting them as cues, these attributes are 
imposedd upon respondents. In other words, the method actually extorts responses 
andd only reflects itself. Its application is then without any foundation and will con-
sequentlyy lack validity. For example, from both FA and IA it appeared that the 
detergentt brands were not represented by brand personification attributes like 
brandd personality, values or user image. So whenever a brand personifying mea-
surementt method is presented to a consumer evaluating detergent brands, it is 
likelyy that apparent results are mere reflections of the method than actual reflec-
tionss of the representation of the detergent brands in memory. 

Thee overall conclusion is that cues direct activation and thereby the results of a 
measurement.. Presenting a minimal cue like the brand name results mainly in 
attributess that are of a concrete, verbalizable nature. Presenting more cues results 
inn a more diverse picture of a brand, and includes in general more abstract attrib-
utes,, albeit dependent on the product under study. The implication of this direct-
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ingg cue effect with respect to standardized methods should be empirically investi-
gatedd in future research. These implications are that a method may extort 
responsess from respondents that do not or only marginally reflect brand represen-
tationss in memory, but merely the method itself. One way too tackle this issue is to 
firstt conduct an exploratory study to identify the attributes that underlie the rep-
resentationn of the brand in memory. The proposed informed association method is 
ideall for this purpose. Informed association yields a rich amount of brand evalua-
tionss in valuable consumer language yet also lays out the structure and relevance 
off all different attributes in representing the brand. Once established which attrib-
utess are most representative of the brand, a more in-depth method may be 
applied.. For example, if the results of such a first study show that the brand is rep-
resentedd by a fair amount of personality associations, then applying a personality 
scalee to establish the brand's personality might be a perfectly valid exercise. 

8.1.44 Context effect 
Alongsidee the cue effect, the activation of concept representations is also depen-
dentt on the evaluation context. According to frame theory, concept representa-
tionss consist of context-dependent attributes and context-independent attributes. 
Thee manifestation of a concept differs depending on the evaluation context. The 
practicall implications of this are that it is important to consider the circumstances 
inn which the results of a measurement are established, and also, the validity of 
measurementt results obtained in a specific context when applied within a differ-
entt circumstance. As stated in the introduction it is clear that brands serve several 
functionss to consumers. These can be purely instrumental, or they can play a more 
expressivee role. The context of usage can be considered to be a determinant for 
thee function a brand serves and the evaluation of the brand. For example, when 
onee is looking for soft drinks on holiday in a foreign country, Coca-Cola is an 
attractivee alternative to other unknown brands, because it is familiar. This familiar-
ityy serves as a guarantee function. Yet in the social context of a party, Coca-Cola 
mayy serve a more expressive function for the user in that choosing it reduces feel-
ingss of rejection from peers who like the brand. As far as the practice of market 
researchh is concerned, it would enrich a study to actively take into account the con-
textt in which evaluations are made. One specifically interesting context is that of 
purchase.. In a purchase situation consumers evaluate brands with an explicit goal. 
Itt is highly likely that in such a situation specific attributes become relevant for 
evaluation,, whereas in a more neutral context they would not. For example, for a 
specificc brand evaluation in a purchase context, attributes related to prior pur-
chasee behavior or those of an attitudinal nature could be more relevant for evalu-
ationn than attributes like packaging. 

Inn the conducted studies, the differential effect that providing a purchase context 
hass on the manifestation of a brand representation was investigated. Before col-
lectingg brand evaluative responses by free association, a quite simple purchase-ori-
entedd context was induced by use of scenarios. A differential effect was found to 
exist.. When brand evaluative responses are obtained within a purchase context, 
moree values on attitude & purchase behavior related attributes are obtained com-
paredd to a neutral context. It can be imagined that in a real-life purchase context 
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thesee attr ibutes might even get more we igh t when brands are evaluated. When a 

purchasee context was induced within the informed association method, no differ-

ent ia ll effect was found . The explanation for this is that the way the context manip-

u la t ionn was operat ional ized was too weak for the informed association method. 

W i t h i nn the free association method, the fact that even a qui te simple manipulat ion 

ledd t o a context effect strengthens the idea that context has an effect on the man-

i festat ionn of brand representations. For market research practices the consequence 

off this context effect is that it is important t o consider the circumstances under 

whichh brand representat ion research is conducted. Firstly, the context in which 

respondentss are asked questions might interfere w i t h the activation process and 

consequentlyy the obta ined results. It should be recognized that the result of a 

measurementt is always context-dependent, that is to say, if the measurement was 

conductedd w i th in a di f ferent context, then a d i f ferent result might be obtained. A 

secondd implicat ion is tha t the appropriateness of the evaluation context to the 

u l t imatee goal of the research needs to be considered. For example, if the prime 

researchh interest concentrates on the expressive funct ion of brands, the creation of 

aa social context in which evaluations are made might favorably direct the activa-

t i onn process. Alternatively, if the prime research question is related to att i tudes 

andd purchase behavior it might be wor thwh i le to induce a purchase mood for 

respondentss by creating a relevant context. Brand evaluations obtained in such 

contextss wou ld more closely f i t the research interest. 

8.1 .55 B r a n d r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s t r u c t u r e d i f f e r e n c e s 

Soo far inf luent ial factors on the manifestation of single brand representations have 

beenn explored. Both the cue effect and the context effect are theoretical ly dis-

cussedd and empirically supported fo ra number of individual brands. However, in 

thee practice of brand image measurement, it is also common to compare competi-

t ivee brands simultaneously, since advertisers are interested in gauging, among 

otherr issues, how thei r brand performs compared to compet i tor brands. In order t o 

gainn insight in the relative posit ion of the brand and its competitors, standardized 

researchh methods are applied to a number of brands simultaneously. Again these 

standardizedd methods hold assumptions on the types of attr ibutes that underlie 

brandd representations in memory in general. In the preceding paragraph on the 

cuee effect, the main criticism related to the possible misfit between method 

assumptionss and the actual brand representation on an individual brand level. The 

samee criticism applies t o an even greater extent to the case of brand comparative 

studies,, because applying standardized methods to compare product-related 

brandss (i.e. brands w i th in one product category) might induce bias. The reason 

behindd this is t o be found in brand representation structure differences (BRSD). 

BRSDD stem f rom a w ide range of different, brand-specific communicat ion strate-

gies.. Since brands communicate differently f rom each other w i t h their consumers, 

somee brands are comprised of a certain set of attr ibutes, whereas other brands are 

comprisedd of a d i f ferent set of attributes. Of course these image differences might 

inn fact be favorable fo r individual advertisers, as they distinguish the one brand 

f r o mm its competi tors. Indeed, f rom a selling perspective, the fact that brands can 

havee di f ferent representat ion structures does not present a problem. However, 
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thesee differences can pose problems when brands are researched simultaneously. 
Usingg standardized methods for brand comparisons means that brands are all 
lumpedd together. BRSD are neglected if it is assumed that the applied method 
relatess to all brands under study to an equal degree. As a result, brands may be 
incorporatedd in comparative studies, even if they do not relate to the other brands 
inn the study with respect to the attributes that are embedded in the method. Some 
brandss will connect with the method and yield reliable data, whereas others will 
not,, and hence the data will be extorted. However, before this implication can be 
supportedd empirically, such differences need firstly to be identified. 

Thee results of both the first and second study showed that brands within a product 
categoryy can indeed differ from each other according to the types of attributes 
thatt underlie them. Brands within the product categories beer, coffee, TV sets and 
automobiless showed these differences, particularly when responses were obtained 
fromm free association. The set of attributes and its configuration that underlie the 
representationn of the product-related brands both differ. For example, looking at 
thee coffee brands, Max Havelaar was represented to a fair degree by brand per-
sonificationn attributes. On Van Nelle and Kanis & Gunnink, however, hardly any 
suchh attributes resulted from free association. Even when informed association 
aidedd respondents, significantly less brand personification attributes featured on 
thee latter two brands compared to the former. Hence, applying standardized 
methodss that appeal to brand personification will possibly relate more to Max 
Havelaarr than to Van Nelle and Kanis & Gunnink. Since consumers do not represent 
thee latter two brands with such attribute types, the method imposes these upon 
thee consumer-as-respondent, thus merely extorting rather than establishing brand 
personificationn responses. The comparison of scores on each brand will be less reli-
able,, and brand comparisons should not be interpreted without recognizing this 
potentiall bias. The extent to which this practice actually yields biased data should 
bee explicitly investigated in future research. Yet for the time being it should be 
acknowledgedd that the practice of comparing brands using standardized research 
methodss is not without objections. 

Ideallyy all brands to be included in a comparative study should be pre-investigated 
too ascertain what types of attributes underlie each of them. Should this first explo-
rationn show that there are no structural differences between the brands, then the 
secondd phase would be to select an appropriate method that does justice to those 
attributess that represent each of the brands. However, should it turn out that the 
brandss do differ with regard to their respective brand representation structure, it 
wouldd be wise to conduct comparative research only for those attributes on which 
thee brands do resemble each other. If they do not resemble each other on attrib-
utess at all, comparisons should be very carefully conducted and interpreted. In 
general,, if this is the case, there are two options to consider. Firstly, comparisons 
shouldd be restricted to the attribute level, and not try to identify differences at a 
valuee level. Identifying those attributes on which brands differ provides in itself 
thee essential information for brand comparisons. Secondly, comparisons should be 
restrictedd to only the most common attribute(s), consciously acknowledging and 
whereverr possible correcting the identified differences between brands. 
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Thee notion of BRSD primarily relates to the types of attributes that underlie brand 
representationss in memory. It is the nature of the attributes rather than their con-
tentt that is particularly interesting. According to the definition of brand representa-
tionss provided in paragraph 2.5.3, a brand is represented in memory by a subset of 
attributes,, each of which is defined by a specific value. Besides exploring which 
attributess make up the representational subset, it is also of interest to consider the 
valuess that define each attribute, because these are the values that underlie the 
evaluationn of a brand, and determine the status of the brand compared to its com-
petitors.. According to Keller (1993, 1998) attribute values differ with respect to their 
strength,, their favorability, and their uniqueness. The degree of relevance should 
alsoo be added to these three, since an attribute value can be strong, favorable, and 
unique,, yet not be considered of relevance to the brand when it comes to brand 
evaluation.. When the comparison of product-related brands is the topic under study, 
thee evaluation of responses in terms of favorability, uniqueness, and relevance also 
needss to be taken into account. The results from the second study showed that 
althoughh brands may be represented to an equal degree by certain attributes (and 
hencee do not differentiate on these grounds) the favorability of this part of the rep-
resentationn may be a differentiating factor. In contrast, it might also be the case that 
aa specific brand is represented by a certain attribute significantly more than its com-
petitors,, without consumers actually attaching any relevance or favorability to this. 

8.1.66 Predicting brand attitude and purchase intention 
Thee results presented in chapter 7 showed that, when the aim of research is to pre-
dictt brand attitude or purchase intention, merely identifying the kind of attributes 
thatt underlie the brand representation is not the recommended route to follow. 
Thee presence or absence of certain attributes did not correlate at all with brand 
attitudee scores, or with purchase intention scores. However, evaluations of attrib-
utess in terms of positive or negative did correlate quite substantially with attitude 
scores.. Even when regression scores were estimated on a (low-involvement) prod-
uctt like detergent, about half of the attitude scores could be reliably predicted 
fromm response evaluations. However, it was found that the evaluation of cued 
responsess relates very well with scores on brand attitude, and to a lesser extent 
withh purchase intention. It even transpired that the evaluation of attributes that 
aree not actively considered to be brand representatives (like brand personality 
attributess on detergent brands) did in fact predict brand attitude scores. This find-
ingg may be explained by assuming that simply having a brand representation has a 
positivee effect on brand attitude. Consumers who have a lesser-developed brand 
representationn apparently hold less favorable attitudes. However, the finding that 
thee majority of respondents did not consider symbolic attributes to be representa-
tivess of detergent brands, yet that their attitude could be predicted by the very 
evaluationn of these symbolic attributes, leads to the conclusion that it is indeed the 
veryy task of evaluating symbolic attributes that accounts for the prediction of atti-
tudee scores. It appeared that respondents who have a favorable attitude also react 
moree seriously to abstract attributes than do respondents who have a more nega-
tivee attitude. So although both groups of respondents do not actively report any 
symbolicc attributes to represent the brand, simply confronting them with the 
questionn to evaluate these attributes distinguishes the two groups. 
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Itt is wor th not ing that product-related attr ibutes seem to make up the 'core' of the 

representationn of most brands. If both methods are considered some method-

dependentt attr ibutes appear as wel l as some method- independent attr ibutes, the 

latterr including the products' physique and product- indicator related attr ibutes 

quitee consistently across brands. Also on a number of brands the attr ibutes price, 

qual i tyy and advertising are core elements of their representation. It is only for a 

feww brands tha t more abstract attr ibutes like brand ideology (on Max Havelaar) 

andd brand user image {on BMW) result f rom both methods as main brand descrip-

tors.. This result is particularly interesting because all t oo many brand researchers 

andd brand managers nowadays feel that it is exactly this abstract type of attr ibutes 

thatt fo rm the core representation of brands, and project these convictions onto 

consumers.. Yet consumers may well be regarded more down-to-earth when asked 

theirr opin ion directly via FA. And even when informed on the more abstract at t r ib-

utess they do not prefer them to concrete product-related attr ibutes as brand 

descriptors.. Hence, if the gathered consumer responses were taken seriously, this 

wou ldd demystify the sphere of symbolism that is l inked w i t h brands and brand 

imagee research. The results indicate that consumers do not spontaneously attach 

strongg symbolic values to brands and could be expected to run into cognit ive dis-

sonance-likee problems whenever a measurement method imposes these types of 

attr ibutess on them (although this last point is not explored in this dissertation). 

8.1 .77 I n f o r m e d assoc ia t ion : a n e w a p p r o a c h t o b r a n d 

e v a l u a t i o n s s 

Nextt t o the IBRA, another tangible product t o take f rom this dissertation is the 

developedd technique of informed association. Informed association benefits f rom 

thee merits of qual i tat ive research and at the same t ime allows for quant i tat ive 

analyses.. The unique approach to exploring consumer knowledge is based on the 

factt that no assumptions are made on the kind of attr ibutes that underl ie the 

brandd representation. The strenght of in formed association lies first of all in its 

realistic,, open and transparent approach to brand representation measurement, 

byy acknowledging that each at t r ibute w i th in the range of brand representation 

attr ibutess listed in the IBRA is a possible candidate for brand representations. 

Secondly,, the strength of this approach is that the consumer is in control when 

evaluatingg a brand, in contrast t o techniques by which the method dictates his/her 

thoughts.. The whole range of attr ibutes is presented to respondents as cues to 

theirr activation process, w i thout any selection in advance. By doing so, no specific 

attr ibutess are a proiri given more we igh t than others, and as such the method 

allowss the respondent t o express his/her brand image in more ways than a stan-

dardized,, restricted method. Thirdly, the in formed association method assists the 

respondents'' knowledge activation process by also cueing those attr ibutes that 

mightt be hard to verbalize spontaneously. For example, th ink ing about a brand 

mightt evoke images of brand marks, which are hard to describe spontaneously. 

However,, the method does not insist on respondents to wr i te things on each and 

everyy at t r ibute, and as such takes the realistic v iewpoint that respondents can have 

absolutelyy no thoughts on certain attr ibutes. Cueing each attr ibutes and asking 

thee respondent t o list thoughts on them whenever possible, allows for a thorough 

elaborat ionn on each at t r ibute. Fourthly, asking respondents to list thoughts on all 
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possiblee attr ibutes yields a rich set of verbat im responses in consumer language. 

Consumerr language is highly valuable fo r understanding consumer brand knowl -

edge,, as it provides deeper insights than can be gained f rom responses on stan-

dardizedd methods (like rat ing scales) and has the potential t o deliver creative 

insightss for, and inspire, both product research & development and market ing. 

Finally,, having respondents actively identify those attr ibutes that comprise the 

brand'ss representation to their idea by selecting cards reveals the associative struc-

tu ree of the brand representation as they themselves perceive it. Also, when selec-

t ionss of mult ip le respondents are aggregated, this allows for quant i tat ive analyses 

andd comparisons between brands. 

Ass stated many times before in this thesis, market research can in times be very 

occupiedd w i th their th ink ing on the types of attr ibutes that consumers wi l l have in 

mindd when th ink ing about a certain brand. Taking informed association as a first 

methodd to explore the structure of respondents' brand representations, and iden-

t i fyy those areas tha t the consumers regard as relevant and also evalate positively 

(orr even negatively) can provide useful informat ion on the kinds of things that 

consumerss use in their th ink ing about a brand. Wi th that knowledge, more in-

depthh methods can be appl ied to explore those attr ibutes that are truly relevant to 

thee brand f rom a consumer's perspective. 

8 .1 .88 The r e l a t i v e absence o f abs t rac t a t t r i b u t e s : w h e r e is 

b r a n dd s y m b o l i s m ? 

A l thoughh the previous paragraph pictured informed association as a valuable new 

approachh to brand representation measurement, one could have some reserva-

t ionss w i t h respect t o its validity. One special interesting issue is whether or not the 

operat ional izat ionn of in formed association, as it was applied in the present stud-

ies,, is capable of ge t t ing t o the 'deeper levels' of consumer knowledge. In the IA 

method ,, the cues that were presented to respondents in the studies were verbal by 

nature.. The at t r ibute cues were wr i t ten on cards, and respondents had to list their 

though tss after reading the words on the cards. The assumption in this way of 

wo rk ingg is tha t reading the word (or the short description of the attr ibute) acti-

vatess corresponding at t r ibute values, whenever these at t r ibute values are indeed 

storedd in memory. If the cued at t r ibute was not an element of the brand represen-

ta t i on ,, it was assumed tha t respondents wou ld not react to the cue and therefore 

wou ldd not list any thoughts (or state something like 'don' t know') . Af ter respon-

dentss had processed all the cards, they were asked to select those cards tha t wou ld 

bestt describe the brand. Wi th this last procedure it was assumed that the to ta l set 

off cards wou ld have activated a vast part of all stored brand-related knowledge, 

becausee of the lengthy elaborat ion phase gone through by respondents and the 

widee range of attr ibutes tha t were presented. 

However,, w i th respect to the more abstract attr ibutes in particular, it could be sug-

gestedd tha t verbal cueing is insufficient fo r activating all di f ferent types of knowl -

edge.. The results did indeed suggest that some respondents seemed to be better in 

l istingg thoughts on, for example, concrete, product-related cues than on the sym-

bolic,, brand personif icat ion-related cues like brand personality and ideology. Yet 
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att the same time it must be acknowledged that this was quite product dependent. 
Respondentss seemed to have less trouble using the abstract cues for the evaluation 
off coffee and automobile brands than for the detergent and TV set brands. 
Presumablyy the nature of advertising and brand communications on the former 
productss have taught consumers over the years to evaluate certain brands using 
thiss kind of terminology, and respondents are therefore well capable of reacting to 
verball descriptions of abstract attributes. This finding leads to the conclusion that 
verballyy cueing did not pose a problem for the IA method. Moreover, since the 
interestt was in the attributes that respondents would select in describing their 
brandd representation, respondents did not need to list thoughts actively, as long as 
thee cue itself implicitly enabled the activation of some knowledge. For example, 
althoughh the verbal cue 'brand mark' might not actually have invited respondents 
too verbally describe the appearance of the brandmark, simply activating the men-
tall picture of the brand mark may make this attribute a candidate for selection1. 
Thiss is illustrated by the significant increase in brand identifier attributes selections 
forr automobile brands on IA (see table 6.2). The conclusion of all this is that 
abstract,, symbolic attributes do exist, yet these do not necessarily underlie the rep-
resentationn of all brands, but only a relative small number of brands. 

Ann important question then is: given the wide range of symbolically oriented 
methodss that are available in the market place, are brands at all represented by 
suchh abstract attributes? For example, it has become a popular approach in market 
researchh to measure the personality of whatever brand by means of a scale (i.e. 
Jenniferr Aaker's brand personality scales) or projective tests (i.e. Heylen's 
IMPMAP).. The studies presented in this thesis, however, suggest that only few 
brandd representations do incorporate abstract, symbolic attributes (like brand per-
sonalityy and ideology on Max Havelaar and BMW), which leads to the conclusion 
thatt it would not at all be that appropriate to just measure every brand on its per-
sonality.. However, an alternative explanation to this finding could of course be 
thatt the methods applied in the studies are too explicit, and are not able to mea-
suree these abstract attributes adequately. Most abstract attributes like personality 
andd feelings are assumed to be at a low level of consciousness and are therefore 
hardd to reproduce for respondents, yet are assumed to play a role in brand evalua-
tions.. In addressing this concern, it needs to be restated that this study set out to 
exploree the evaluative responses that consumers give on brands when they are not 

11 An alternative for the activation of attributes is the use of visual cues instead of verbal cues. As an extra to the 

developmentt of the IA method based on verbally cueing the IBRA's attributes, Fien (2000) developed a (beer-spe-

cific)) visual version of the IA method. The 35 attributes used in the first study served as a starting point and were to 

bee visualized using pictures. The process of the development showed first of all that it was quite difficult to visual-

izee all attributes that are listed in the I6RA. Twentyfour of the IBRA's attributes could each be visualized by a collage 

off pictures. The ten attributes that were hard to visualize concerned quite abstract attributes. Among these were 

attitude,, impressive function, expressive function, uniqueness, and reputation. However, some other abstract attrib-

utess were visualized, like user image, brand personality, feelings, and values. In a next step each of the collages was 

validatedd to see whether consumers connected the collage to the attribute that it intended to represent. The results 

showedd that the respondents could interpret quite well concrete attributes related to product characteristics and 

productt usage, price & quality, market and advertising. Abstract collages, representing for example feelings and 

brandd personality were far less valid. One conclusion could be that Fien did not succeed in creating adequate col-

lagess for all attributes. Yet it was clear that respondents recognize only pictures of concrete concepts, whereas col-

lagess of a more abstract nature confuse them. So, if visual cues are presented without accompanying verbal expla-

nationss they may yield hazy responses and less reliable results. 
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restrictedd by the method, and are 'in charge' of giving their meaning as open as 
possible.. The FA method is least obtrusive in this, and the IA presents such a wide 
rangee of attributes that there is little chance that certain attributes are over- or 
under-emphasized.. Taking these measures as unobtrusive methods, still symbolic 
attributess did appear on a number of brands. Even more so, when respondents 
weree cued on abstract attributes (in IA), these attributes received more weight in 
thee description of the brand (see tables 4.8 and 6.2). However, the important issue 
heree is that it are not only these abstract attributes that make up the representa-
tionn of the brands, they are a part of the total set of attributes that underlie the 
brandd representation. As such, their importance to the brand is relative to the 
otherr attributes in the set. This is an important consideration that is often missed 
outt by methods that at forehand assume that abstract attributes are the most 
importantt building blocks of a brand representation. The mere fact that an 
abstractt method does yield results cannot be taken as evidence for the core posi-
tionn of these abstract attributes. It might well be that, although they are part of a 
brand'ss representation, they are far less relevant for the overall image the con-
sumerr holds of the brand that other attributes in the representation. 

Thee popularity of abstract methods could possibly be ascribed to the fact that 
thesee well match the daily level of communication of marketers. This might lead to 
aa biased way of thinking about brand images. And in addition, market researchers 
seemm to have an urge to explore human experience into more and more sophisti-
catedd levels and to project such new insights on consumers' brand perceptions. This 
mightt unfortunately surpass those everyday man's experiences with brands that 
mayy still do nothing more than serving that pure identification function for prod-
uctss (especially with respect to low involvement products). The fact that marketers 
goo through a lot of trouble to attach meanings to their brands does not automati-
callyy imply that the average consumer thinks and perceives the brand at the same 
level,, and uses this information as the most relevant information in evaluating the 
brand.. For example, it is likely that, although a certain brand communicates a 
highlyy personalized message, the mere fact that a consumer's neighbor works at 
thee product factory may be the most important piece of information for him/her 
thatt builds the representation of the brand. And it needs to be acknowledged that 
itt are the everyday consumers that market research agencies approach to act as 
respondentss for research. Presenting them with methods that assume that some-
thingg abstract represents the brand under study might not give a true reflection of 
thee brand representation that the consumer holds. The IA method is more open in 
thiss approach by presenting respondents with the wide range of attributes, and 
havee him/her in charge of deciding which attributes are representatives of the 
brandd under study. The finding that abstract, symbolic attributes do result from 
thiss approach should be taken as an indication that consumers-as-respondents are 
indeedd capable of making a balanced choice between the different levels of 
abstractnesss of attributes and theirr degree of relevance to a brand. 
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8.22 Considerations 
'Geenn koe zo bont, of er zit wel een vlekje op'. Or, in other (non-Dutch) words, no 
studyy exists without its weaknesses. Certain points relating to the present 
approachh to the establishment of brand representations need to be addressed, 
eitherr because they may have had an influence on the presented results, or 
becausee they suggest valid alternative viewpoints. 

8.2.11 Control on data collection 
Thee first issue relates to the data collection. The data collection condition of the 
firstt study was well controlled as only two experimenters dealt with all respon-
dents,, each in a similar way. Respondents were invited to come to the University of 
Amsterdam,, where the research was conducted in a quiet room. During the FA 
task,, the experimenter was absent, so each respondent could perform this task 
withoutt being disturbed. After this step, the experimenter returned to instruct and 
conductt the IA method. This degree of control was absent in the realization of the 
secondd study, as it was a field study. A large number of interviewers, employed by 
aa professional research agency, were randomly appointed. They were informed 
andd instructed on paper about the research objectives and methodology. Each 
interviewerr was asked to personally recruit a respondent. The instructions for the 
interviewerss laid out that respondents could not be a relative or acquaintance, and 
shouldd be 25 to 55 years of age. They also stated that the interviewer should aim 
forr a calm environment in which to conduct the study, and stressed that his/her 
influencee should be non-existent. Unfortunately, these demands could not be con-
trolled,, so the data had to be closely examined to check for inconsistencies or 
errorss that could be due to the interviewer. In two cases the returned research 
materiall was not included in the analyses, as it was quite obvious that the inter-
viewerr had been fraudulent. From close examination of handwritings and verba-
timm responses it was assumed that the interviewer had exactly copied one set of 
responsess onto a new set of material. Also, close examination revealed that in a 
feww cases the interviewer had not read the instructions carefully, due to which cer-
tainn aspects of the research were skipped on the interviewer's own initiative. For 
example,, one interviewer intentionally omitted the card selection phase in the IA 
method,, stating in an accompanying note that respondents used another brand. 
However,, the respondents in these particular cases had all listed quite a number of 
thoughtss during the preceding thought list phase of the method. These experi-
encess firstly focussed attention on the data quality control in this study before 
actuall coding and analyses took place. Secondly, on a more general level, it shows 
thatt one sometimes comes across interviewers in the field who are only in it for the 
money.. And bearing that in mind, a researcher should never assume an external 
interviewerr has the same concern for the quality of data, and so data should be 
closelyy checked before analyses. However, it needs to be explicitly stated that 
fraudulentt interviewers are beyond the control of research agencies, as it is unfor-
tunatelyy a facet of human nature that can never be controlled. 

8.2.22 Subjectivity in response coding 
AA second issue relates to subjectivity in the coding of responses obtained by free 
association.. The IBRA lists 57 different brand attributes. Although the ten main 
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attributee groups that are distinguished within these 57 are clearly different, cer-
tainn attributes within a particular main group are closely related. When coding of 
responsess took place, this subjectivity had an influence on the level of coder agree-
ment.. For example, when respondents list sentences such as 'I do not use that', it 
cann be coded as 'use experience', classed under the personal reference attribute 
group.. Yet it also refers to purchase behavior (or more specifically the absence of 
purchasee behavior). When several coders classify responses these slight differences 
mayy cause systematic errors. If one coder consistently codes such responses as 'per-
sonall reference', and another coder as 'attitude & purchase behavior', the level of 
agreementt drops significantly. Another point to consider concerning coding is the 
literall interpretation of responses. Linguistic details can provide rich information 
thatt can change the interpretation of a response. For example, a response like 
'muchh advertising' refers to an observation about the frequency of advertising for 
thee product or brand under study. Hence the corresponding code would be 'adver-
tising'.. If the response would be something like 'too much advertising', this would 
implyy an attitude towards the large amount of advertising and hence the code 
wouldd be 'advertising attitude'. Such a slight difference can again lead to a low 
levell of agreement between coders when they do not pay the same amount of 
attentionn to such literal details. Hence it would be ideal to have agreement on all 
responsess before actual analyses are conducted. Moreover, thorough training of 
coderss would give more reliable results. In the studies carried out in this thesis, the 
dataa were closely examined before analyses. By doing so these issues emerged, but 
weree then solved by discussion. Attention should be paid to this point in future 
studies,, as it identifies a requirement for training coders. A third practical and 
relatedd concern is that sometimes it is hard to ascertain what kind of attribute is 
referredd to by one specific response. For example, in evaluating detergent brands 
thee response 'white sheets' refers to the use of the product. Sheets become white 
againn when washed with detergent. Yet this response could also refer to an ele-
mentt in an advertisement in which the effectiveness of the detergent is shown by 
picturingg a long clothesline with white sheets, fluttering in the wind. It is mainly 
thee context of the other responses that provide the extra information needed to 
codee the response. However, as soon as the context is needed to provide informa-
tionn for coding a response, subjectivity plays a role, because adjacent responses 
couldd be falsely interpreted. 

8.2.33 Brand awareness and brand salience 
AA final issue relates to the important notions of brand awareness and salience. In 
thee present study ratings of these notions have not explicitly been included for two 
reasons.. Firstly, it was considered that if brand awareness measures were to be 
included,, it would be necessary to ask these questions in the initial stage of 
research.. However, asking brand awareness questions would probably increase the 
chancess of influencing the results of a free association task. For example, competi-
torr attributes might be activated by the awareness measurements, and hence not 
resultt from FA on brand name only, but from some sort of cued association (cued 
byy the brand awareness questions). The second reason is a more practical one. 
Includingg brand awareness as a factor in the research design would ideally allow 
forr comparisons between consumers with different levels of brand awareness. 
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However,, a practical concern was that this approach would double the research 
samplee in order for viable comparisons to be made, and also increase costs consid-
erablyy by adding selection costs. These considerations aside, since the main focus in 
thiss study was the differential effect of presenting cues and context on the activa-
tionn of attributes, the exclusion of user profiles was not considered to be disadvan-
tageouss to the results of the study. 

8.33 Future research 
Thee considerations raised with the present approach lead to suggestions for future 
researchh on brand representations in memory. Several ideas for future research are 
outlinedd here. Firstly, it may be useful to further explore the methodology applied 
too establish the effects of presenting cues. Free association is probably the least 
obtrusivee method currently applied in market research to establish evaluative 
thoughts.. It may be appropriate to consider applying different versions of free 
association,, each with its merits. In this study a decision was taken to minimize 
influencess that could possibly alter the activation process. Respondents received no 
otherr cue than the brand name, and were then requested to list thoughts. They 
weree not requested to simultaneously or retrospectively elucidate their responses. 
Itt was considered that this approach would yield the most spontaneous responses, 
andd is the least intrusive. However, in future applications, it might be worthwhile 
too compare this procedure with extended versions of FA. For example, where free 
associationn is used as a multiple elicitation technique, in which responses obtained 
onn an initial cue serve in turn as cues on a second-round association procedure. 
Thiss could provide more information on the nature of each response as it could 
clarifyy its context, thereby making coding less subjective. Another variant could be 
too ask respondents to tell their thoughts to an interviewer, rather than writing 
themm down. Although this procedure might be more susceptible to social desirabil-
ityy bias, it may overcome any concerns held about the writing task. Further devel-
opmentss on the IA methods might include studying the effects of combining verbal 
cuess with pictoral cues. Another interesting exercise would be to study the differ* 
entt levels of attributes. That is to say, in the present approach all attributes were 
presentedd at once, with the only distinction made in the actual application (i.e. the 
presentationn of cards to the respondents) between product attributes and 
brandedd attributes. Building in the method application a theoretical model of how 
thee different attributes relate to each other with respect to their abstractness level 
orr 'coreness' in the brand representation could provide more insight into the struc-
turee of brand representations. 

Onee interesting topic that could be addressed in future research would be to 
exploree brand representation differences across different consumer profiles. As 
previouslyy stated, consumers differ according to a number of variables like brand 
involvement,, brand awareness, brand usage and so on. Although information on 
somee of these variables was gathered in this study, the size of samples used for 
evaluationn was too small to allow for viable comparisons across different consumer 
profiles. . 
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Itt is evident tha t if the methodology is appl ied to a greater number of brands f rom 

aa wider range of product categories this would a l low fur ther insight into brand 

representations.. Comparing the representations of more brands w i th in a product 

categoryy provides fur ther information on the relative posit ion of the di f ferent 

brands.. Appl icat ion of the methodology to more product categories can also con-

t r i bu tee to theory on product differences, like, for example, the dist inct ion between 

productss on consumers' involvement levels. It is also true that extended research 

migh tt provide fur ther insight into the appropriateness of the in formed association 

me thod .. It is expected tha t for most products this method wi l l be applicable. 

However,, there is a need to explore how the IA method wi l l yield responses on, for 

example,, service brands (like Randstad) or corporate brands (like Nestle). A l though 

thee IBRA does cover attr ibutes that possibly underl ie these kinds of brands, some 

adjustmentss of the word ing and connotation of attr ibutes used in the IA method 

wi l ll be necessary. It is expected that the connotat ion of product-related attr ibutes 

inn particular wi l l d i f fer between product brands and service ~ or corporate brands. 

Sincee the 'product ' is at a higher abstraction level, it is less tangible. 

Itt w o u l d be most interest ing to confirm the implications put fo rward by the inter-

preta t ionn of the results empirically. Firstly, the approach used in this study was 

in tendedd t o identi fy the effect of providing cues on measurement results. The 

resultss imply that it is impor tant which method is appl ied when a brand represen-

ta t i onn is researched, since the result wil l always be dependent on the assumptions 

embeddedd in the method . One could perhaps crudely state tha t if a client is look-

ingg for a specific result in advance, (s)he could match the research method accord-

ingly.. However, this match might be art i f ic ial, and lead to incorrect conclusions. 

Similarly,, when a research agency establishes a brand's image by using an obtrusive 

me thodd that has made too specific assumptions about the presence of certain 

at t r ibutes,, the result is of l imi ted value. Empirical research could, for example, 

includee the direct comparison of the results of a number of methods available in 

thee market place appl ied t o one particular brand. It wou ld be interesting to see t o 

wha tt extent these results diverge or converge. Secondly, the context effect implies 

t ha tt results obta ined w i th in one research setting may not be transferable into 

other,, perhaps more relevant situations. If an in-house measurement provides a 

certainn picture of a brand, it is possible tha t the same respondents wou ld sketch a 

d i f fe rentt brand image if asked to evaluate the brand in a purchase context or a 

sociall environment. It wou ld be an interesting topic of study to ascertain the 

extentt t o which the research context needs to match the f inal product usage con-

text,, or any other context tha t is of specific interest t o the advertiser. Finally, brand 

representat ionn structure differences imply tha t brand comparisons w i th in one 

productt category is not val id, if brands di f fer w i th respect t o their brand represen-

ta t i onn structure. If a particular research method matches only one or some of the 

brandss under study, and does not apply t o the remaining brands, this might lead t o 

posit ivee bias towards these brands, potent ial ly leading to art i f icial results. As 

brandd comparisons concern a huge part of all market research exercises (i.e. in 

posi t ioningg studies), it wou ld be very wor thwhi le to explore this theoret ical impl i -

cat ionn experimentally. 
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Finally,, the results of the presented methodologies provided the marketeer w i th 

detai ledd in format ion on how consumers evaluate their brands. However, in pre-

dict ingg fu ture purchase behavior, more research could look into the predict ion of 

consumerr behavior using the presented methods. The results presented in chapter 

77 showed that the evaluation of responses do link into purchase behavior to some 

degree.. As these results were of an exploratory character, this leaves opportuni ty 

forr fur ther explorat ion in that direction. 

8.44 Epilogue 
Apartt f rom critical considerations raised, and the opportunit ies for future 

research,, what are the contr ibutions of this study for both consumer behavior sci-

encee and marketing? Perhaps the main contr ibut ion to consumer behavior science 

liess in the a t tempt to bypass the easy route w i th respect t o understanding memory, 

andd to explore alternative models of concept representation in understanding 

brandd representations in memory. A review of brand image l i terature clearly 

revealedd the ease w i th which one specific cognit ive model had been applied (and 

takenn for granted) in consumer research studies for decades, whereas in cognitive 

sciencee major developments had been published dur ing this t ime. Yet these have 

unfor tunatelyy never been adopted before by consumer behavior science. 

Apparently,, the crossover between the di f ferent scientific fields was once made, 

afterr which the paths split once more, and consumer behavior science was left w i th 

onee endur ing, accepted opin ion. Whether or not f rame theory wi l l be granted the 

samee degree of fo l lowing is unsure. It is a promising approach towards brand 

research,, yet it is a theory that is in continual development. Even so, making a 

standd f rom the group consensus hopeful ly paves the way for other f ru i t fu l crosses 

betweenn consumer behavior science and cognit ive science. 

AA second contr ibut ion to consumer behavior science relates to studies on the inf lu-

encee of context on brand usage and brand choice. As stated in chapter 3 (para-

graphh 3.3.2), context effects have, in broad sense, been explored. Yet all of these 

studies,, a l though intending to explore a cognit ive phenomenon, used a quite 

black-boxx approach. Only the effect of inducing a context on a process outcome 

likee brand choice or preference has been established, w i thou t actually addressing 

whatt causes these dif ferential outcomes on a cognit ive level. In this study, 

a l thoughh only partly effective, the manipulat ion of context set out to explore the 

'box',, by revealing how respondents direct their a t t r ibute activation process t o cer-

ta inn specific attr ibutes. Some attr ibutes become more relevant in a purchase con-

textt like at t i tude & purchase behavior and price & quality. It may be this increased 

relevancee or changed at t r ibute activation process tha t has lead to the changes in 

choicee or preference detected in previously published studies. 

Wi thh respect t o market ing, this dissertation primari ly aims to promote an under-

standingg and awareness, both f rom market researchers and f rom advertisers, that 

thee use of standardized methods is prone t o producing biased results. When meth-

odss only meet part of a brand's representation, or no part at all, chances are that 

thee obtained results wi l l not be relevant. Therefore, it is necessary to look for the 
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coree attr ibutes that underl ie a brand representation instead of being guided by 

w h a tt a research method assumes to be core attr ibutes. In practice the application 

off the proposed methodo logy ideally serves a first-phase research objective, which 

iss t o explore the at t r ibutes that underlie the representation of a particular brand 

inn consumers' memory. The results obtained by using both FA and IA wi l l ident i fy 

thosee attr ibutes tha t can be considered core representatives of the brand under 

study,, and also those at tr ibutes that are cue-dependent. These insights can then 

actt as input for a second research phase in which more in-depth methods can firstly 

bee selected f rom the w ide pool of available methods and, secondly be applied t o 

gainn fur ther insight in to the attr ibute values. Apart f rom the branded products 

exploredd in this dissertation, it is expected that, for most brands, the methodology 

w i l ll be suitable to elicit knowledge on brand representations in memory. The com-

b inat ionn of FA and IA guarantees an open approach t o the establishment of brand-

relatedd knowledge. FA yields responses freely and w i thh the least restrictions. It pro-

videss the best insight into wha t respondents can verbally communicate (and pre-

sumablyy what they wou ld communicate to, for example, relatives and friends). IA 

alsoo covers all those at t r ibutes that do not spontaneously result f rom FA yet do 

actuallyy represent the brand. By presenting respondents w i th all possible at t r ib-

utes,, no specific focus on certain attr ibutes is imposed upon respondents in 

advance.. Another advantage is that respondents are still in charge of describing 

thoughts ,, and not restricted by the method's format. Therefore the end result of IA 

cann be considered to be a tho rough evaluation based on an elaborat ion of all dif-

fe ren tt types of at tr ibutes. This leads to a well-considered description of the brand 

representat ionn structure and, no less importantly, yields a rich source of 'consumer 

language'' descriptions. 

Thee measurement of brand representations in memory is a very complex matter. 

Thee fact that there are so many methods available testifies that the ul t imate 

methodd has not yet been discovered. The extent to which the informed association 

methodd presented in this dissertation can be considered to represent tha t special 

methodd (perhaps w i t h some fur ther development), or is simply adding to the mul-

t i tudee of methods, cannot be determined at this phase. What this dissertation does 

contr ibute,, however, is the identi f icat ion of some key issues that ideally fu l f i l a cri-

te r ionn role for fu ture method development. Future method development needs t o 

acknowledgee the impact tha t assumptions embedded in a method can impose 

uponn respondents, and the corresponding unreliabi l i ty of the results it obtains. 
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